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A DREAMING

Marthe Ottolenghi

An incantation murmured by nature
calling upon the human touch
touted in a dreamlike fashion
while overseeing pathways
sewn into the landscape
sometimes bearing echoes
of a gravity spilled forth
coming up on nature's force

A reverie spawning millenniums
of spherelike iconoclasm
sumptuously imprinted into shapes
some reclining while others
encroached upon by watchful Totems
themselves shrouded in thought
stand taunting the future and
look in on past favours

Rodin's there too; unencumbered
by Moore's anchored mores
of such armory forfeited
onto a conflict of contingence
firing well wrought-out forms
saluting the future while
dreaming of the past for
continuing the tense labour.
A recent visit to the National Art Gallery of Canberra, the capital city of Australia, provided Ottawa writer Marthe Ottolenghi with the opportunity to view, in a very unique context, an impressive international collection of sculpture. There aboriginal totems, works by Rodin and Moore, and sculptures by contemporary Australian artists such as Robert Stackhouse, Bert Flugeman, and Robert Klippel, co-inhabit a natural environment of lushly abundant fir and gum trees. In *A Dreaming Path*, as well as in the accompanying visual documentation, Ottolenghi captures that experience.